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About This Game

Explore a world of intrigue and mystery.

Paradox of the Cryptomancers features mind-bending puzzles similar to those in Myst.
And, like Ready Player O 5d3b920ae0
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Awesome puzzles. I'm not running after the prizepool, but I want to suck creator'su2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665for his
creativness. Thank you for this gem.. Awesome puzzles. I'm not running after the prizepool, but I want to suck
creator'su2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665for his creativness. Thank you for this gem.. This game is super janky which
really isn't what you want in a puzzle game like this. Some of the difficulty just comes from not being confident about the
english translation or things clipping through each other, etc. I'm also pretty sure it doesn't actually accept all correct solutions
on floor 1. Cool concept to make the puzzles into a race and release them over time, but the execution just isn't there to make it
worthwhile.. Recommend without doubt. https://youtu.be/sPfwXpEw-Vc. I love puzzle games and this looked very nice, not the
greates graphics perhaps but certainly good enough for this type of game. I started in a long room with a computer terminal type
machine in the corner, I could enter stuff but nothing was doing anything, I must need a code! I searched everwhere and found
nothing. Defeated at the first hurdle I looked at a youtube vid to get a clue. In the vid a line of text popped up telling him what
to input! not in my game it didn't and no way in a thousand years would I have randomly guessed that. Any way, the next puzzle
was quite hard, and some of it didn't make sense, misleading clues etc, but I did it and went to the third. The third was clicking
on 16 tiles with rune like symbols on them. Again, no idea, no clue, back to the walkthrough. The answer made me refund it. I
believe I am quite good at puzzles but these are stupidly hard with no logic and seemingly random answers. I stared, I sighed, I
gave up, I watched youtube, I went WTF! I refunded.. Awesome game.. This game is super janky which really isn't what you
want in a puzzle game like this. Some of the difficulty just comes from not being confident about the english translation or
things clipping through each other, etc. I'm also pretty sure it doesn't actually accept all correct solutions on floor 1. Cool
concept to make the puzzles into a race and release them over time, but the execution just isn't there to make it worthwhile.. As
a person who likes a good puzzle to solve this has left a good first impression. The game is bolstered by a generous prize system
that will likely ensure even an average solver will get their moneyu2019s worth, but for the best puzzle solvers possible crypto
currency prizes await. If the puzzles stay consistently high level and delivers on their promise of increasing difficulty as new
puzzles are revealed this will be a game to remember.. It's a bit strange to be recommending this game after all the prizes have
been claimed, but I do genuinely like it. If you enjoy solving puzzles by thinking out of the box, you could do far worse. Yes,
there are some rough edges, glaring omissions in terms of settings (there aren't any. at all. no volume control, no mouse
sensitivity and no mouselook y invert). And yes, not all the puzzles are equally good. For some it is brutally difficult to get the
final solution even when you know exactly what to do. And despite all those niggles, I had a lot of fun playing this, trying to
figure out the solution, banging my head against the keyboard when I couldn't. Also, I appreciate what the developers were
trying to do and the spin they gave on this. Now that the original puzzle race is over, it's likely that guides or hints will be written
right here on Steam and that means that future players can go through the game at their own pace and not be stuck any longer
than they want to be. So, taking all that into account, I'm gonna give this game a thumbs up.
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